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THE ANATOMY    OF DESIGN
HERE’S NO SUCH THING AS A TEXTBOOK HOME: 
Design is deeply personal and, in turn, wildly wide-
ranging (as the 16 rooms in these pages will attest). 
But the best design is always intentional. We asked 

some of our Best Designers of 2019 to break down the 
whys and hows behind some of their favorite spaces 

to learn what’s really at the heart of great design. 
Plus: See the complete list of winners on pg. 99. 

T

01   SET THE TONE Jones prefers to start 
with a statement piece and make 
subsequent selections based on 
it. “I really like designing a room 
around a fabulous rug or painting,” 
she says. In this living room, the 
painting over the fireplace set the 
tone.

02 COLOR THEORIES The colors 
collaborate rather than coordinate. 
“Complement the palette that your 
central piece sets so the room is 
cohesive without being matchy-
matchy,” she says.

03 THE RIGHT MIX “A mix of textures 
and styles makes a house look less 
‘designed’ and more as if it has 
been thoughtfully curated. I love 
antiques and traditional forms 
mixed with modern shapes and 
clean lines. That just really does 
give a room style and your design 
the timelessness you’re always 
looking for,” Jones says.

04 WORRY-FREE ROOMS Jones treated 
rugs and upholstered pieces to 
make even this formal room kid 
friendly. “Good design means 
making all spaces as worry-free as 
possible,” Jones says. “With all the 
great new performance fabrics, 
it is easy to accomplish. Several 
showrooms offer the option to 
have fiber protection added to 
their fabrics for a small fee.” 

SOURCES: Painting: by David 
Dreyer from Valley House Gal-
lery and Sculpture Garden; Rug: 
Interior Resources Oushak lay-
ered over sisal; Fabric on custom 
sofa: Perennials Rough ’N Rowdy 
Blanca; Coffee table: Donghia; 
Fabric on custom slipper chairs: 
Pierre Frey; Sculpture: by Alex 
Corno from Valley House Gallery 
and Sculpture Garden

 
THE BEST 

DESIGNERS
IN DALLAS

2019

ROOM LIVING ROOM

THE PROJECT: 
An existing home purchased by a family with three 

young children. Designer Jan Jones was tasked with 
making the home “glamorous but not girly, with 

color but not a lot of pastels.” The family requested 
that the piano be incorporated into the space.

THE DESIGNER: 
Jan Jones
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Jan Jones’ Three Things…  
Every Living Room Needs: 

1 ”Comfortable seating.” 
2 “A place to set a drink  

   wherever you are sitting.”
3 “Flattering lighting.” A 

BREAKDOWN 
OF 16 GREAT 

SPACES
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THE ANATOMY OF DESIGN
ROOM LIVING ROOM   /    ENTRY   /    DEN

THE PROJECT: A young family 
with three school-age children 
looking to create a comfortable 
and kid-friendly abode. Swoon was 
called in to style this home, then were 
recruited again to do more extensive 
work as the homeowners added on 
a second story. It gave the designers 
a chance to look at things holistically 
and have some fun in this soaring-
ceilinged, sunken living room. 

THE DESIGNERS:  
Joslyn Taylor and Samantha Sano, 
Swoon

THE PROJECT: A One Arts Plaza condo purchased by a couple relocating 
to Texas, who hired Ten Plus Three after seeing a few other units the firm had 
designed within the building. The designers were given free rein to refresh the 
space with new decor all around.

THE DESIGNER: Gonzalo Bueno, Ten Plus Three

THE PROJECT: A guest house for longtime clients who wanted to create a fun place for their 
college-age children when they come home to visit. The modern structure—which includes a night-
club (!)—looks out onto lush, private land, and the goal was to maximize the views. 

01   NATURAL IMPACT “We talked about 
wallpaper or grass cloth for this 
wall, but we decided on this clean 
white oak to bring in a natural 
element,” Taylor says. “All of the 
built-ins throughout the house are 
in this same wood, so it enabled 
this room to be connected to the 
rest of the house.”

02   HIGH & LOW Despite the room’s 
height, Taylor and Sano counterin-
tuitively kept the scale of the 
furnishings low. “If you’re trying 
to fill the space just for the sake of 
filling it, it’s going to feel like that,” 
Sano says. “In a case like this, 
lower furniture allows the ceiling 
to be dramatic and keeps it feeling 
open and airy.” 

03   COLOR CUES “We love color, but 
color doesn’t always mean bright 
and poppy. There’s so much 
subtlety to color,” Taylor says. The 
designers took hue cues from  

 
 the original terrazzo floor and a 

painting the homeowner owned 
(seen reflected in the mirror), then 
“muddied” the tones into earthy 
taupes, pinks, and lilacs. “Because 
the palette was a little bit subtler, 
we let different textures become 
the exciting story—the nubby 
fabric on the sofa mixed with 
leather, velvet, and brass.”

04   MEET IN THE MIDDLE The homeown-
ers’ styles are somewhat varied—
his is more polished, hers more 
organic—so the Future Perfect 
fiber-art mirror felt like something 
they would’ve chosen on their 
own. Says Taylor: “A truly success-
ful project should never feel like 
it’s been done by Swoon; it should 
feel like the best version of you. 
We don’t want your house to feel 
overly ‘decorated.’ ”

05   PERFECT PAIR The pair of matching 
lamps make the design feel 
intentional. “We wanted this room 
to feel like a collected assemblage 
of things, so it was great to have 
that one moment of symmetry,” 
Taylor says. “They create a punc-
tuation mark on either side of the 
console.”

06   ALL IN THE FAMILY The client owned 
some great pieces, including this 
Indian chair, which belonged to 
her grandparents. The designers 
used them to inform their work. 
“If you’re really paying attention 
to your client, they’re going to tell 
you a story through what they’ve 
already purchased,” Taylor notes.

Swoon’s Three Things…  
Every Living Room Needs: 
1   Greenery 
2  Art
3  Books

01   EYESORE NO MORE  We love turning a 
support column into the backdrop 
for a work of art. “We decided to 
hang the art piece from the ceiling 
to create the illusion that it is 
floating,” says Bueno. “We placed 
it in front of the column because it 
finishes the elevation, and you can 
still see the view when you walk in.” 
The painting is of particular signifi-
cance to the homeowner, so having 
it be the first thing he sees upon 
coming home each day makes for a 
welcome greeting.

02  HIDE AND SEEK  An exotic Brazilian 
bleached wood was applied to the 
foyer walls to create a warm first 
impression. A hidden door leads to 
an office.

03 AT YOUR FEET  The Kyle Bunting hide 
rug is both pretty and practical. 
“It can endure high traffic but is 
thin enough to accommodate 
surrounding rooms and still bring 
elegance to the space,” Bueno says.

04  TAKE A SEAT  A Bright Group bench 
covered in Hermès fabric and a 
Jonathan Browning cocktail table 
create a comfortable place for 
guest arrivals and departures. 
“There are no limits to making a 
space feel finished,” notes Bueno.

01   FUNCTIONAL FOCUS  The custom floating 
fireplace provides warmth in winter 
months while maintaining views 
through the floor-to-ceiling win-
dows. “It takes up a fraction of the 
space that a traditional one would 
and complements the modern 
architecture at the same time,” Burks 
says. “The tight furniture arrange-
ment allows everyone in the room to 
enjoy the heat of a crackling fire.”

02   GREAT OUTDOORS  The designers chose 
furnishings framed in wood to warm 
up the modern space and bring the 
outside in. “The architecture itself 
is pretty stark,” says Ridolfi. “The 
furniture has an organic quality to it, 
which helps soften the house a bit.”

03   BALANCING ACT  The wallpaper and 
fabrics were kept neutral so as not 
to compete with the surrounding 
landscape. But, notes Burks, “We 
didn’t want it to be completely sober 
and void of any kind of fun.” The 
nightclub down the hall features a 
three-story-tall fireplace that is clad 
in brass, so they chose a vintage 
coffee table with a brass base, Burks 
says, “to allude to things to come.”

04   BARE ESSENTIALS  Concrete floors 
complement the modern structure 
and are easy to care for.

William-Christopher’s Three Things…
Every Den Needs: 

1 “Table lamps to warm up a space.” 
2 “A good rug—wool or a simple sisal to
      center and ground the space.”
3 “Books. Every space should have books.”

THE DESIGNERS: W. Tyson Burks and 
Christopher Ridolfi, William-Christopher Design

SOURCES: Wallcovering: Abaca #NS 8013 Sequin by ABA 
Interiors, Austin; Rug: The Rug Company Deep Pile 
Merino; Sofa and side tables: Commune Design, Los 
Angeles; Sofa fabric: Clarence House #34784-6 Blair 
Cloth; Pillow fabric: Holly Hunt Great Plains #3228-02 
Echo; Chair fabric: Mark Alexander #M201-06 and Her-
mès Leather; Fireplace: Custom through European Home, 
Middleton, Massachusetts
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SOURCES: Rug: Kyle Bunting; Rug: 
The Rug Company Deep Pile 
Merino; Bench: Bright Group; 
Bench fabric: Hermès; Cocktail 
table: Jonathan Browning

SOURCES: Mirror: Future Perfect; 
Blue stained concrete stool/
side table: Made Goods; Vin-
tage rug: 1stdibs; White sofa: 
Lawson Fenning; Lamps: Visual 
Comfort & Co.; Leather daybed: 
CB2; Vintage coffee table: cli-
ent’s own; Vintage midcentury 
daybed recovered in velvet: 
client’s own
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ROOM BREAKFAST NOOK  /  DINING ROOM

THE PROJECT: A late ’80s 
home that was purchased and 
gutted by a young family with 
three school-age children. The 
kitchen and breakfast nook are 
used frequently for quick, casual 
dining as well as countless crafts 
and projects. 

THE PROJECT: A young family with two school-age children. The 
homeowner is actively involved in social organizations and likes to host, 
so she needed a dining room that could accommodate lots of guests. 
She also loves color. The home was renovated down to the studs, and 
Collins Interiors was brought in to transform what would be the home-
owners’ first sophisticated dining and entertaining room.

THE DESIGNER: Cynthia Collins, Collins Interiors 01   COLOR CONDITION The kitchen that 
abuts this breakfast nook is white 
and black, so Hatfield wanted to 
bring color into this corner, which 
she describes as “kid central.” 
She brought in a pair of vintage 
fiberglass outdoor Woodard 
chairs, sourced at Again and Again, 
covered in the original yellow vinyl, 
making them durable and easy to 
clean.   

02   THROW SOME SHADE The shades add 
a touch of liveliness. Hatfield used 
fabric from Pierre Frey called “Arty.”

03   MERRY-GO-ROUND The oval-shaped 
pedestal table is kid-friendly 
(“There are no corners to bump 
heads on,” Hatfield notes) and 
makes getting in and out of the 
bench a breeze. When neighbor-
hood friends come over, they can 
pull up extra chairs—harder to do 
on a square table—or squeeze into 
the banquette. 

04   STORAGE WARS The bench houses 
drawers for storage. The cushion is 
covered in a wipeable white vinyl 
by Pindler and Pindler. 

01   BLEND OF AN ERA  Collins adeptly 
blends old and new, marrying a set 
of classic Biedermeier chairs found 
at John Gregory with a new custom 
table crafted from lacquered rose-
wood. The sideboard and Murano 
glass starburst lamps are antiques, 
while the overhead Zia Priven fixture 
is new. “With fresh Christian Lacroix 
wallpaper and a lacquered ceiling, it 
all helps to balance each other,” says 
Collins, who stresses the importance 
of incorporating antiques. “It 
grounds a room when you have 
some historical reference.”

02  LOOK UP  The overall feel of the 
house is casual, so Collins took the 
opportunity to dress up the dining 
space. To that end, the ceiling was 
lacquered in an icy blue tone to 
complement the window treat-
ments. “At night it glows,” she says. 
“It envelops you.”

03  GO BIG “We think about rug size far in 
advance to make sure we allow for 
extra seating at holidays and large 
occasions—we want to make sure 
our end chairs aren’t falling off the 
rug [once the table is expanded],” 
says Collins. This table has a leaf 
that allows it to sit up to 12, so the 
Stark rug was sized large enough to 
accommodate.  

04   NO WALLFLOWER Collins let the walls be 
the star, opting for muted drapery 
fabric and chair cushions so as not 
to compete. “If you want the walls to 
be the statement, your chair fabrics 
soften, or vice versa,” she says. 

05  TOP NOTCH “We always prefer to take 
the drapery to the crown mould,” 
Collins says. “It’s an easy way to add 
height to a room.”

06   CREATE THE MOOD  “Every dining room 
needs the opportunity for low light,” 
says Collins, who always puts dim-
mers on overhead lighting in dining 
spaces. “It’s best to have moody light 
at night. Just turn the lamps on and 
the chandelier light down low—no 
need for can light.”

SOURCES: Chairs: Set of 12 Biedermeier 
chairs found at John Gregory; Chair 
fabric: pleather from Kravet; Cording: 
Samuel & Sons; Antique sideboard: 
found in Paris; Lacquer on ceiling: 
custom Benjamin Moore color blend; 
Painting: by Otis Huband from Valley 
House Gallery and Sculpture Garden; 
Lamps: Antique Murano starburst 
glass found in Paris; Rug: Stark; Light 
fixture: Zia Priven; Drapery fabric 
maker/source: Holland & Sherry; 
Glass sculpture: Rick Beck; Wallpaper: 
Christian Lacroix

SOURCES: Paint on walls and bench 
seat: Benjamin Moore Simply White; 
Roman shade fabric: “Arty” by 
Pierre Frey; Chairs: Vintage outdoor 
fiberglass chairs with yellow vinyl from 
Woodard and sourced from Again and 
Again; Pillows: Lulie Wallace sourced 
from Supply Showroom

THE ANATOMY OF DESIGN

THE DESIGNER: Carrie Hatfield, Carrie Hatfield Interior Design
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THE ANATOMY OF DESIGN
ROOM KITCHEN

THE PROJECT: A 1990s Southlake home purchased by a design-savvy 
family of six (plus two dogs) that relocated from Connecticut. The homeown-
ers came across designer Denise McGaha’s design work in a real estate listing, 
and she was entrusted with not only designing the entire home but touring 
properties with the client and interviewing contractors on their behalf. The 
home was gutted, with the entire project taking less than five months, start to 
finish. The client wanted a pretty kitchen that would be functional and acces-
sible for her young family.

THE DESIGNER: Denise McGaha, Denise McGaha Interiors

01   WOOD WORKS  McGaha collaborated 
with her cabinetmaker to create 
fluted panels that give a textural 
pop to the island and refrigerator/
freezer doors (not pictured). She 
chose white oak with a natural 
finish to counterbalance the dark 
floors. “It was really important to 
me that we didn’t try to kill the 
graining of the wood by painting or 
staining it,” McGaha says. She gave 
the island a step-out furniture base 
rather than a typical toe kick for a 
more finished feel. 

02   MAKE A (BACK)SPLASH The same 
quartzite used on the countertops 
(sourced at Aria Stone Gallery) was 
utilized as a backsplash. Taking it to 
the ceiling unifies the space, draws 
the eye up, and creates a backdrop 
worthy of the custom hood. 
“Always plan in your budget to 
carry your backsplash all the way 
up to the ceiling,” advises McGaha. 
“And if you have space above your 
upper cabinets, tile above that. It 
makes a huge difference.” 

03   MIXED METALS To keep the kitchen 
from feeling too new, McGaha 
intentionally mixed finishes: 
black and stainless on the hood, 
nearly black cabinetry hardware, 
a polished nickel faucet, and brass 
Arteriors pendants. “I wanted this 
to feel collected over time,” she 
says. 

04   WAVE OF THE FUTURE The homeowner 
wanted the microwave placed low 
so even her smallest kids could 
access it. Her other requirement? 
“It had to be able to fit the height 
of a Venti Starbucks cup,” McGaha 
says. “We went to the appliance 
showroom with a cup and tested it 
inside each one.”

SOURCES: Pendants: Arteriors; Counter stools fabric: George Cameron Nash, Wilshire in Cobalt; Countertop/back-
splash: Aria Stone Gallery; Walls/ceiling paint: Sherwin-Williams SW7006 Extra White in flat; Cabinetry paint: 
Sherwin-Williams SW7043 Worldly Gray in semigloss 

THE PROJECT: A kitchen redo in a 1980s-built, modern-style home. The empty-nester owners 
appreciate design and asked designer Joshua Rice to create their dream kitchen—one that was 
functional yet comfortably minimal. 

01   OPEN UP  Pocket doors preceded this 
open, airy kitchen. “They stayed 
open all the time. It wasn’t a very 
practical solution,” Rice says. So 
he removed them and amped up 
the aesthetics. He combined white 
laminate Bulthaup cabinetry with a 
custom wood inset for a visual pop.

02   OUT OF SIGHT  All pulls are fully 
integrated or touch latch to maintain 
a seamless look. Rice also utilized 
undermount touch controls to 
eliminate the need for unattractive 
light switches.

03  ISLAND LIFE Durable Caesarstone in 
Fresh Concrete 4001 makes the 
island countertops ultra-usable and 
easy to maintain. Rice commissioned 
a giant butcher block in matching 
white oak to hover off the end. “It 
functions as a cutting board and bar 
top,” he says.

04   KEEP IT CLEAN The cabinets house large 
drawers for keeping unsightly small 
appliances at bay. They can be set on 
the inset counter when in use, then 
quickly tucked away. 

THE DESIGNER: Joshua Rice, Joshua Rice Design

THE DESIGNER: 
Angeline Guido Hall, Angeline Guido Design

01   ACCENTUATE THE POSITIVE To break up 
the timeless white palette, wood 
was used on the drawers, on the 
floating shelves, in the detail at the 
base of the hood, and on a waterfall 
butcher block on the island. Walnut 
was chosen not only for its natural 
beauty but also for its ease of care. 
“If it gets scuffed up, you can just 
lightly sand it, and every six months 
to a year reoil it, and it will always 
look beautiful,” Hall says.

02   ANOTHER DIMENSION  Monochrome 
can still be multidimensional. Hall 
used organically shaped, glazed 
white tiles on the hood and back-
splash that create a reflective shine. 
“You get that play on a little bit of 
pattern, but it’s really just coming 
from the natural texture,” she says.  

03   LADDER UP  “People like to take the 
cabinets all the way up, but then 
you have to get a ladder out of the 
garage to actually reach them,” 
laments Hall. She designed this 
rolling ladder that allows for stylish 
and convenient access to high 
cabinets in the kitchen as well as 
the butler’s pantry, where it docks 
when not in use.

04   FLOAT ON “People are afraid of 
floating shelves because they feel 
like they have to look perfect all the 
time, but it’s really not that way,” 
says Hall. These provide a perfect 
perch for everyday plates or easy 
access to olive oil and spices while 
cooking. “They don’t have to be 
accessorized to where you don’t 
touch them,” Hall insists. “Actually 
use them!”

THE PROJECT: 
A spec home in Preston Hollow built by Holly Forsythe of Forsythe + Hall 
Homes. While the design needed to have mass appeal, designer Angeline 
Guido Hall took chances to make the interiors feel unique. For the kitchen, 
she took a traditional color scheme and gave it a twist.

SOURCES: Range: Bertazzoni Heritage 
Series; Pendants: Visual Comfort & Co.
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SOURCES: White laminate cabinets: Bulthaup; Sink: 
Smartstation by Julien; Faucet: Poetto Series by 
California Faucets; Hanging lamp: B. Lux
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THE ANATOMY OF DESIGN
ROOM OFFICE

01   PRINTS CHARMING The impressive 
layering of pattern on the chairs, 
draperies, and ceiling almost make 
the busy prints work as a neutral. 

02  SOUND PROOF Wall-to-wall wool 
carpet from Truett Fine Carpets & 
Rugs was installed for acoustics 
when the man of the house turns 
on the game. 

03   ALL THAT GLITTERS McGaha chose 
the Currey & Company chandelier 
for the hints of gold it brought to 
the space. “It adds a little bit of 
glamour,” she says. 

SOURCES: Carpet: Truett Fine Carpets & 
Rugs Elsig in Sovite wool carpet; Wall-
paper on ceiling: Innovations Origami 
in Verdigris; Drapery: Quadrille China 
Seas Collection Zen in coal on off-
white; Wall paint: Sherwin-Williams 
Sedate Gray SW 6169 in flat; Cabinetry 
paint: Sherwin-Williams Iron Ore SW 
7069 in semigloss 

THE PROJECT: A complete gut of a 1990s Southlake home purchased by a family of six. This 
multiuse office was created as a place where the man of the house could work or watch a game, so 
designer Denise McGaha went for a “masculine and forward” vibe as a break from the traditional feel 
of the rest of the house.

THE DESIGNER: Denise McGaha, 
Denise McGaha Interiors 

THE PROJECT: 
An existing home purchased by 
a family with three small children. 
The homeowner requested one 
room be a rich color. While the rest 
of the home is open and light, this 
more enclosed study provided 
the perfect opportunity to go in a 
boldly different direction. 

THE DESIGNER: 
Jan Jones

SOURCES: Drink tables: Corbin Bronze 
from David Sutherland; Leather chairs: 
Soane Britain; Drape fabric: S. Harris 
“Remix” flannel; Painting: by Bob 
Stuth-Wade from Valley House Gal-
lery and Sculpture Garden; Wall paint: 
Benjamin Moore Bermuda Blue 
 

01   BLUE OUT For maximum impact, 
Jones used the same rich blue in 
multiple executions—on the walls, 
built-ins, draperies, and sofa. 

02  ON DISPLAY “The client has an 
extensive collection of Stafford-
shire that I just knew we had to 
feature,” says Jones, and the built-
ins in the study provided a perfect 
place for it. “I wanted to give the 
collection a fresh attitude”—enter 
the modern blue shade—“and 
give the homeowner a fresh 
appreciation of the collection that 
she loves.”

03   LOCATION, LOCATION  Choices were 
made with practicality and prox-
imity in mind. “Since the room 
has a door leading to the pool, I 
did seagrass on the floor since it 
is virtually indestructible,” Jones 
says.   

04  CUT A RUG “Make sure rugs are 
large enough for the room,” Jones 
advises. “I use a lot of seagrass 
and sisal because they’re so 
affordable and look great with 
rugs layered on top of them. Plus, 
they can be templated to fit the 
entire room most of the time.”

McGaha’s Secrets for Layering Prints:

1 Scale. “Normally I would say we 
don’t want a bunch of patterns of 
the same scale, but when they’re 
really clean and graphic, it can work 
in your favor.”

2 Color. “Keeping it tonal helps the 
mix.”

3 Pattern. “The beauty of these 
graphic patterns is they’re not so 
perfect—more organically graphic 
if you will—and every single one of 
them is that way.”

4 Repetition. Subtly reinforce the 
pattern in other executions. “I even 
went so far as mimicking the shape 
of the chair fabric in that little gar-
den stool so it was really overdoing 
the layered pattern,” McGaha says. 
“More is more is more is more.” 
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THE ANATOMY OF DESIGN
ROOM BATH  /  BED

01   GET PERSONAL Good design is tailored 
to you. “The homeowner has really 
curly hair, and she has a dome-
shaped dryer, like the ones from the 
beauty salon. We made a special 
home for it so she can roll it away,” 
Collins says. 

02   CUSTOM TOUCHES Luxe details make 
the space feel anything but cookie-
cutter. The mirrors are built into 
custom paneling that the sconces 
sit in. A deep mitered edge on the 
Calacatta gold marble countertop 
is accentuated by a marble toe kick. 
The chair was custom made and 
tested on site for fit. 

03   FLOOR MODEL The Ann Sacks fretwork 
border on the floor gives the 
grounding appearance of an area 
rug.

04   CONSISTENCY IS KEY  “Generally for 
fixed hardware like plumbing, we 
try to stay in the same family of 
finish, whether that’s unlacquered 
brass or polished nickel. But we 
might mix finishes in lighting when 
appropriate,” Collins says.

01   NOW YOU SEE ’EM... Motorized shades 
provide privacy while keeping the 
look of the modern space crisp.

02   FIT TO PRINT In lieu of a rug or 
draperies, the bed does the heavy 
lifting in terms of soft finishes and 
graphic impact. Vanderford and 
Jones custom designed a 10-foot 
headboard and covered the entire 
bed frame in a Groundworks fabric 
by Lee Jofa in the client’s favorite 
shade. “Anything else looked like 
a tiny little postage stamp against 
the 28-foot ceilings,” Jones says. 

03   EMBRACE CHANGE The brass articulat-
ing lights will naturally patina—a 
plus in Vanderford’s mind. “I like 
finishes that are living, be it unlac-
quered brass or polished nickel, 
that can do their thing and not be 
so perfect and slick,” he says. 

04   MAKE YOUR BED The designers’ 
formula for a beautiful bed: “Have 
a washable coverlet on the main 
body—something that’s not ter-
ribly expensive. Add a throw at the 
end and pillows that are all done 
in super luxurious textiles that will 
stand the test of time. You want 
the practicality of something that’s 
easy to make on an everyday basis, 
that won’t wrinkle and you’re not 
scared to use, but with some luxury 
thrown in there,” Vanderford says.

SOURCES: Curtain fabric: C&C Milano; Countertop: Calacatta gold marble; Tile: Ann Sacks; Custom bench: Collins Interiors; Bench fabric: Holland & 
Sherry; Chair fabric: Groves Brothers; Plumbing fixtures: Newport Brass; Sconces and overhead pendants: Visual Comfort & Co.

SOURCES: Fabric on custom 
upholstered bed: Groundworks 
by Lee Jofa; Articulating lights: 
Ralph Lauren; Shams: Schum-
acher; Coverlet: Donghia

THE PROJECT: A complete gut of an existing home owned by 
a young family with two elementary-age children. The homeowners 
wanted a bright and clean master bathroom with a bathtub for their 
kids. Though the square footage is generous, Collins Interiors was 
tasked with making the room not feel excessively large. 

THE PROJECT: This was Studio 
Thomas James’ third house for the 
homeowners, who have two dogs 
as well as three grown children and 
lots of grandchildren, all of whom 
visit often. The existing property had 
great bones, along with lots of warm 
wood and limestone, but was initially 
finished like a commercial project. 
Despite the home’s grand scale, 
the homeowners wanted it to feel 
intimate and personal.

THE DESIGNERS: 
Philip Vanderford and Jason Jones, 
Studio Thomas James

THE DESIGNER: Cynthia Collins,
Collins Interiors 
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THE ANATOMY OF DESIGN
ROOM  PLAYROOM

THE PROJECT: A new build for a young family with four 
children—the third project designer Meredith Steinhart has worked 
on for this family. In addition to a space to play and hang out, the 
homeowners wanted to accommodate the kids’ friends who come to 
sleep over. Steinhart worked with the architect to design the built-in 
bunks and was tasked with finding ways to incorporate items from 
the clients’ previous home. 

THE DESIGNER: Meredith Steinhart, 
Meredith Steinhart Interior Design

01   PATTERN PLAY Printed fabrics are 
your friends in kids’ spaces: 
“They’re more forgiving,” Stein-
hart says.

02   SWEET DREAMS Four built-in twin 
bunks provide plenty of sleepover 
space. Lights in the bunk cavities 
from Culp Associates provide 
enough illumination without 
disturbing bunkmates. 

03   LOOK TO YOUR ROOTS “The client is 
from the East Coast and likes 
that New England sort of look, 
so we did the white paneling on 
the walls to replicate that style,” 
Steinhart says.

04   KEEP IT SIMPLE  When it comes to 
playrooms, don’t overdesign. “In a 
room like this that gets cluttered 
with kids’ things, it’s nice to keep 
it simple and really well-edited so 
it’s not sensory overload. We kept 
it very monochromatic so it’s not 
too busy.”

05   REINVENT THE WHEEL Steinhart took 
existing pieces and made them 
work for the new space, reuphol-
stering the Quatrine sectional in a 
durable outdoor fabric, painting 
the legs, and adding fun pillows. 
The homeowner had one Moooi 
light fixture already, so Steinhart 
purchased two more to fill the 
cavernous space.

01   PLAY AWAY “People can be inclined 
to put too much furniture in 
playrooms, but there are so many 
toys that come with having kids 
that keeping the playroom pretty 
open is always the best route,” 
Berry says. She incorporates hid-
den storage and attractive display 
wherever possible, like this storage 
ottoman and shelves.

02   WALLS THAT WORK  Instead of relying 
on furniture to make the room feel 
“done,” Berry covered the walls in 
Hinson & Company’s Splatter for 
visual interest. 

03  HAVE YOU ANY WOOL?  Berry prefers 
natural materials on the floor for 
easy care and comfort. This wool 
carpet was fiber sealed for added 
stain protection. 

04   SAFER SHADES  Roman shades were a 
practical choice: “It’s one less thing 
for kids to be able to grab on, trip 
over, or stain,” Berry says. 

05   CLUSTER EFFECT  Berry turned 
inexpensive Serena & Lily pendants 
into a fun focal point by clustering 
five together. 

SOURCES: Custom storage otto-
man: Amy Berry; Chairs: Charles 
Stewart; Chair fabric: Perennials; 
Wallpaper: Hinson & Company 
in Splatter; Door and trim paint: 
Benjamin Moore Polo Blue 2062-
10; Light fixtures: Serena & Lily; 
Shelves: Crate & Barrel 

THE PROJECT: A renovation for a family with three young children. This space had been used 
by previous owners as a media room but functioned better as a playroom for this family. The client 
brought in designer Amy Berry to create a fun, bright, and happy space.

THE DESIGNER: Amy Berry, Amy Berry Design 
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SOURCES: Sectional: Quatrine; Sectional 
fabric: Casamance Torre Rouge; Bunk 
lights: Culp Associates; Light fixtures: 
Moooi 
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THE ANATOMY OF DESIGN
ROOM GAME ROOM

01   UP YOUR GAME For a billiards table 
to be front and center, Cathey and 
Wagner knew it couldn’t be your 
run-of-the-mill, pool-hall plunker. 
They commissioned a custom 
Kirkwood beauty constructed of 
white oak and lavender felt. 

02 GET SERIOUS To counterbalance the 
inherent casualness of a gaming 
table, the designers went ultra-
elevated with their selections. “We 
wanted it to be a room you would 
take seriously,” Cathey says. Adds 
Wagner: “It needed to not look like 
a frat house.” They used a metallic 
Holland & Sherry wallpaper in the 
ceiling recesses, a silk rug from 
Interior Resources, leather-
wrapped Ochre stools from David 
Sutherland, and a marble waterfall 
bar.  

03   CARRY ON The lavender tones are 
carried throughout the space, even 
in painted details on the mirrored 
cabinet insets. “We love a good 
theme,” Wagner says. 

04  ANYTHING GOES Don’t limit a room 
to just one function, particularly 
a niche one. With the inclusion 
of the bar and cozy seating, the 
room serves as a cocktail lounge 
and family TV room in addition to 
a game space. “One of the things 
I’m most proud of is they actually 
spend a lot of time in that room,” 
Wagner says. “It’s their favorite 
space in the house.”

SOURCES: Pool table: custom 
Kirkwood; Rug: Interior 
Resources; Pool table: custom 
Kirkwood; Stools: Ochre from 
David Sutherland; Paint color: 
Sherwin-Williams “Labradorite”; 
Side tables: custom Avrea 
Wagner Interiors designs; Brass 
chandelier: Urban Electric; 
Fabric on sofa and teal pillows: 
Holland & Sherry; Fabric on 
patterned pillows: James

THE PROJECT: A whole-house 
renovation for a family with three 
elementary-age children. The home’s 
living room was too large to feel cozy, 
so the homeowners wanted to create 
a more inviting hangout spot that 
offered something for adults and kids 
alike. They decided to transform the 
existing study into a cozy billiards 
room and bar. The only problem? It’s 
the first room you see when you walk 
in the front door.  Enter Avrea Wagner 
Interiors.

THE DESIGNERS: 
Ashley Avrea Cathey and Mary Beth 
Wagner, Avrea Wagner Interiors

THE LIST

A Well Dressed Home
Alice Cottrell Interior Design
Allen Kirsch & Associates
Amy Berry Design 
Amy Gibbs Interiors
Angeline Guido Design
Arveaux Interiors
Avrea Wagner
Baker Design Group
Barbara J. Vessels Interiors
Betty Lou Phillips Interiors
Bodron + Fruit
Brant McFarlain
Breckinridge Taylor
CVD Interior Design
Cadwallader Design
Cameron Drinkwater Interiors
Carrie Barron Interiors
Carrie Hatfield Interior Design
Cathy Kincaid Interiors
Chad Dorsey Design
Chambers Interiors 
 & Associates
Charlotte Comer Interiors
Childress Interiors
Collins & Sweezey
Collins Interiors
Corley Design Associates
Cypress Designs
Dallas Design Group
Deborah Walker
Debra Owens Interiors
Debra Stewart Interior Design
DeLeo & Fletcher Design
Denise McGaha Interiors
Dona Rosene Interiors
Doniphan Moore
Dunbar Road Design
EJ Interiors

Elizabeth S. White Design
Emily Summers
 Design Associates
Erin Sander Design
Furstenwerth + Bagley Design
Hayslip Design Associates
Hillary Littlejohn Scurtis  
 Interior Design
Holly Hickey Moore
House of Amelia
IBB Design
Ike Isenhour
James McInroe
Jan Jones
Jan Showers & Associates
Jenkins Interiors
Joanie Wyll and 
 Associates
John Phifer Marrs
Joseph Minton
Joshua Rice Design
Josie McCarthy Associates
Kara Adam Interiors
Kay Genua Designs
Kirsten Kelli
Laura Hunt
Laura Lee Clark 
 Interior Design
Linda Fritschy Interior Design
Lindley Arthur Interiors
Lynn Sears Interiors
M. Barnes & Co.
Maestri Studio
Mary Anne Smiley Interiors
Mary Cates Interiors
Mauldin Designs
Meredith Steinhart 
 Interior Design
Michelle Nussbaumer

Mike Mousel Design
Morgan Farrow Interiors
Neal Stewart Designs
Pam Kelley Design
Paul Draper & Associates
Peters Cates Design
Peyton Riley Design 
Pulp Design Studios
Richard Trimble & Associates
Rick Rozas Design
Robyn Menter 
 Design Associates
Rolnick+Gordon Design
Roz Murphy Design
S.B. Long Interiors
Salem & Associates
Sees Design
Seitz Design
Shelby Wagner Design
Studio Ten 25
Studio Thomas James
Swoon
Ten Plus Three
Tiffany McKinzie 
 Interior Design
Traci Connell Interiors
Traci White Designs
Tracy Hardenburg Designs
Vicki Crew Interiors
William-Christopher Design
Williams Design

WE TEAMED UP WITH LOCAL SHOWROOMS 
TO SELECT THE BEST DESIGNERS IN THE BUSINESS. 

THE BEST
DESIGNERS
IN DALLAS

SOURCES: *This list resulted from 
a survey of more than 350 local 
showrooms and designers. The 
list does not necessarily reflect 
the opinions of  D Home. 
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